
1. After you have downloaded the free set and saved them on your desktop, Save the 
file again to a flash drive/thumb drive etc.  This will allow you to take the downloaded 
work to a local quick printer in your area.  If you try to print them yourself on a home 
printer, the colors will not transfer well, and you will be disappointed in the quality.  

Any place that has large commercial machines will work, and some outlets may let you 
do this yourself.   Choose heavy stock paper for durability (80 lb.) but any white paper 

will do.  There are even glossy papers that give your cards a polished look.

2. Once the 20 pages are printed you can begin to plan how you want to create your set.  
I kept my first set in individual plastic sheets in the beginning so I could read them 

without smudging them while I determined how I want to proceed.

3. When cutting them, use a paper cutter.  The kind with the large handle that slices 
them with ease.  If you want to fold them over with the text behind the butterfly, be 

sure to cut them without separating the butterfly image from the text.  If you want to 
have a slip of velum or other type of insert between them, then you will need to cut out 
each square.  Having a butterfly on one side glued to your Velum or thin card stock and 

the copy for that butterfly on the backside.

4. Now take the time to locate a special pouch to keep them in.  I had a seamstress 
make mine from silk butterfly fabric I found and then had her line it in a contrasting 
solid color.  But there are so many ways you could do this. Many stores carry a variety 
of satchels, pouches, and bundles that hold sacred items, such as your newly created 

Emerging Soul Card set. 

Some people have created sets as gifts for special friends and sisters.  Others have 
had their Emerging Soul Circles (Groups that meet to explore the Emerging Soul Card 

work) create them together.  The spirit of the circle enhances the work and you will be 
surprised at how powerful they feel in your hands after you have finished.  

This is you finding a familiar spiritual tool.   Rebecca

CREATING YOUR OWN SET OF 
EMERGING SOUL CARDS



Quiet, the senseless mind chatter 
that keeps you from finding your way back 

home... To the place where your magnificent 
higher self, your soul, resides, 

in the throne room of your heart. 
Now more than ever we need to be aligned 

with our soul’s mission. 
Each of us carries a light 

and when that light shines brightly, 
it creates a way for others. 

These Emerging Soul Cards are designed 
to assist you as you make your way.

EMERGING SOUL CARDS

Something wonderful is happening to 
humanity. A quickening is blanketing the planet 
& you are a very important part of our planet’s 

awakening. As the illusion of separation fades and 
old paradigms shift, we realize our connection to 
all of life. More and more of us are responding to 
an inner calling to live a more authentic life. We 
are beginning to realize our responsibilities on 

this planet and how each one of us is vital to the 
global healing that is required. 

Wake up! 
Feel the powerful yearning that now rises.

EMERGING SOUL CARDS



56 contemplative cards 
to assist the birth
of your Divine self

during these 
extraordinary times.

 Rebecca Rodriguez
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Alpha Card ~  Surrender
Omega Card ~ Beloved

Awakening ~ Expecting ~ Arrival
Blessings ~ Story ~ Work

Fearless ~ Grief ~ Endurance
Forgiveness ~ Anger ~ Release

Gratitude ~ Detachment ~ Giving & Receiving
Life Force ~ Creativity ~ Legacy/Lineage

Love ~ Higher Knowledge ~ Power/Responsibility
Miracle ~ Opening ~ Wonder

Mystery ~ Retreat ~ Sleep
Peace ~ Balance ~ Perfection

Present Moment ~ Past ~ Impatient
Radiance ~ Listening ~ Prayer

Passage/Rebirth ~ Possibilities ~ Doubt
Recovery ~ Challenge ~ Humility
Service ~ Offering ~ Reverence

Sojourn ~ Course ~ Flow
Teacher ~ Presence ~ Guardian Angel/Spirit Guide 

Union ~ Soul ~ Oneness

TRIUNE SETS



Breaking apart from a humble chrysalis or

 bursting open like a midnight passion fl ower, 

your inner self is revealed by an unseen 

life force of such beauty your breath is

 no longer required. For we have become one.

Listen for Me as you wake this morning.

Be still. Clear the path for Me to emerge from

 within and you will experience 

my most magnifi cent creation.

I AM calling you by your name ... the Beloved.

BELOVED

Clutching the river bank of your life, your

 beliefs, & your story create such suffering 

in the world. Resisting the current of Divine 

Providence will slowly break down the ego, 

but ask, ‘Why have I chosen the hard way?’

Have no fear as you let go. Allow the current of 

the unseen to carry you, moving with ease & 

swiftness towards the vast ocean of I AM.

I AM the sail & the wind is Spirit. 

Allow us to carry you home.

SURRENDER



When you no longer require anything or

need anyone. When less is more & having

 nothing is having everything. When 

the illusion of lack is replaced with the 

remembrance of a sacred promise that all is 

there for you. There arrives a state of being 

that breaks through the surface of your life

& radiates endlessly. Gratefulness.

I AM your eternal fl ame of gratitude

 which transmutes all desires.

GRATITUDE

Each day, 

as you allow more of Me in, 

you will hold on to less & less.

Your limiting thoughts, 

desires, & old beliefs fade like a dream

that slowly dissolves particle by particle.

Fearlessly, you come to experience ...

I AM your liberation.

DETACHMENT

Today, I give freely without expectations, 

unaware that as I give, 

I receive beyond measure 

from a benevolent universe. 

Today, I open to receive 

what is being offered, aware of my gratitude 

& the love which radiates from my heart 

back into the circle of life. 

I AM both the giver & the receiver

of a loving creator.

GIVING & RECEIVING



Make room for Me … for love … 

throughout your day. As your heart 

center warms, radiance beyond measure 

spills over, & blesses all beings I send 

your way.  Like the highest string of a 

fi ne violin, your love will move others 

to reach for our melody. Hear Me softly 

singing to you ...

I AM all that you are ... Love.

LOVE

It arrives like an unannounced gift at your

door step. Words & phrases once parroted 

become alive within you. Ancient texts, once 

hidden, now burst with revelation & guidance. 

You may ask, “How is it that I suddenly know 

these things?” Make room for Me as you discern 

what to keep and what to discard 

as you embody these

gifts of wisdom I have revealed to you.

I AM the messenger & when you are ready, 

you are the recipient. 

HIGHER KNOWLEDGE

Higher knowledge & wisdom bring a deeper 

understanding of the power of my thoughts.

My words & actions are a refl ection

of my commitment & discipline.

No one other than myself can be responsible 

for their outcome. 

It is not power I am afraid of,

but it is the responsibility

that accompanies its use.

I AM you standing in your higher power.

POWER ~ RESPONSIBILITY



I was praying for you & at last you arrived.

Through the song of the morning bird, the 

stretch of the cat or the turning leaf falling 

from its branches. I was searching 

for you & I found you in the face of my 

trespasser or this child crying in my arms. I 

see You in the eyes of the homeless brother 

& suffering multitude. With great humility 

I now sit before you knowing ...

I AM the source of this day’s lesson & 

together we grow beyond measure.

TEACHER

y

Have no doubt

that before you even ask,

I stand at the threshold

of your domain.

And as you open the door to Me, 

my light fi lls your heart

& removes all darkness.

I AM the visitor you have longed for.

PRESENCE

As I move through this day, I know 

you are near. My heart reminds me that upon 

my birth we sanctioned this life path together.

Heard but not seen, I sense your benevolent 

insights. Felt but not touched, your steady 

presence comforts me. Today, I pay attention 

to the unending stream of symbolic images 

you’ve sent my way, trusting that each one is in 

response to my silent invocation.

I AM the trustee of our sacred contract. 

GUARDIAN ANGEL ~ 
SPIRIT GUIDE



Something wondrous happens when I am 

 released from my ego’s hopeless story

of lack, impossibilities & fear of judgment.

I become open to all that I require 

as infi nite & inspired choices 

are revealed to me. 

I expand beyond my dream,

 becoming a part of my creator’s vision. 

I AM the gate to paradise 

& you hold the key.

OPENING

Make room for Me 

as you wonder what this day will bring. 

Drop all worrisome thoughts & rigid planning 

which leads to expectations that are impossible 

to achieve. Fill your heart with wonder & 

ask, “Creator, what are we going to do today?” 

Then get ready. For as you replace worry with 

wonder you become aware that ...

I AM in this world with you,

but we are not of it.

WONDER

When I am fully present, I become aware

 of the miraculous intricacy of each moment, 

each masterfully designed intersection, & the

signifi cance of each act taking place before me 

now. If my mind wanders into the mundane 

or worrisome details of my life, I miss the

subtle unfolding miracle of life made manifest.

Breathe, be still & witness ...

I AM the miracle taking place within 

and without you now.

MIRACLE



As I face the path before me, 

I realize I can no longer do this by myself. 

There is no need for me to solve, mend or 

rescue. Humility begins when I recognize 

that the strength I require comes from an 

unseen source within.  

Silently, I make room for You now, 

knowing that ...

I AM all that you require.

HUMILITY

Make room in your hand for mine

as you walk through today’s challenge.

No matter how great or small, there is 

no need to face this alone. I hear your 

thoughts and sense your struggle.

Feel the drape of my cloak of noble colors 

surround you now. Together we step into 

the light of Divine resolution.

I AM with you throughout

& together we are invincible

CHALLENGE

It is through this challenge

I am able to discover what is 

truly important in my life.

Any perceived loss only brings me closer 

to you. What appeared to be leaving me has,

in reality, returned. Make room for this 

reawakening, this recovery

that is now taking place.

I AM constant, unending & we do not die.

RECOVERY



Initial words and actions 

may trigger pain & anger. 

Holding on to their memory creates 

endless suffering for all of humanity.

Make room for Me 

& the generational healing that follows 

when you forgive yourself and others.

I AM the holy realignment that follows.

FORGIVINESS

Often, anger is energy directed at what I

misunderstand. Mindless words, unconscious 

actions, or perhaps unexpected, ‘undeserved’ 

detours in my life, trigger emotional 

eruptions. Like a strand of colored scarves 

pulled from a magician’s sleeve, I bring 

this anger & all that is attached to it, to the 

surface. Releasing it makes room for a greater 

understanding of my life’s repeated patterns.

I AM the architect 

of your life’s sacred design. 

ANGER

Make room for Me 

as you let go.

Drop all expectations or desired outcomes,

for they stand in My way. 

Release to Me any doubts that arise 

or fears that take over

& allow Me to consume 

all things mortal until ...

I AM all that remains.

RELEASE



Today you are closer to Me than you realize.

Your inhale is My exhale. Close your eyes & 

ride the breath with Me as we effortlessly 

move in and through your sanctuary. 

This sustaining pattern,

which supports all of creation, 

is constantly evolving 

with each expanded act of love.

I AM the vessel for the unseen

life force of Creator.

LIFE FORCE

There is an unseen thread 

I carried into this world upon my birth,

& the whispers of the ancient ones

travel this electric matrix.

Like them, the current of my legacy recycles,

& when I am healed, so are they.

And when I birth love into the world,

we are all loved.

I AM  the weaver of the sacred web.

LEGACY ~ LINEAGE

An unimaginable reservoir

of creative potential constantly surrounds you.

Each thought you bring forth ignites a series of 

outcomes until the one thought you hold 

the longest magnetizes all that is required 

to birth it into the world.

Make room for Me

as you determine which of your beliefs

 will spark the universe to rush forward.

I AM the oyster shell

 in which you create the pearl. 

CREATIVITY

l


